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DELHI

BJP complained
to EC against
Kejriwal for
giving paid news
Staff Reporter
New Delhi
A delegation of the Delhi
Bharatiya Janata Party
Pradesh met the Chief Election Commissioner on
Thursday and complained
against the paid news in all
major newspapers by Aam
Aadmi Party candidate
Arvind Kejriwal from New
Delhi and demanded that
this expenditure be added to
his election expenses and
demanded action on them.
The delegation included
MP Meenakshi Lekhi, National Secretary and Convenor of Delhi Assembly
Election Management Committee Tarun Chugh, National Media Co-head Sanjay
Mayukh, Pradesh Media
Head Ashok Goel Devraha.
Taking cognizance of the
complaint, Chief Election
Commissioner Sunil Arora
has assured of appropriate
action.
BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi
said that apprehensive of
his possible defeat, Kejriwal has crossed all the limits
of petty politics. After pretending to work for six
months before the election,
when the people of Delhi rejected Kejriwal, he is promoting himself in big newspapers by giving paid news.
“For five years, Kejriwal
spent crores of advertisements instead of working
and when the support of
the people of Delhi is showing trend towards BJP, he
started
campaigning
through paid news,” Lekhi
said.
Adding that she said, “After the failure of the tricks,
Kejriwal took the path of
paid news but the people of
Delhi are sensible, they are
familiar with such tactics of
Kejriwal,”

Kejriwal
'exposed', BJP
to win more
than 45 seats in
Delhi: Nadda
New Delhi
As the campaign for the Delhi assembly polls ended on
Thursday, BJP president J P
Nadda said Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal has been
"exposed" for his "false"
promises and expressed
confidence that the saffron
party will win over 45 seats
in the 70-member legislature.
He also accused Kejriwal
and the Congress of misleading Muslims, and fuelling violence under the
garb of the anti-Citizenship
(Amendment) Act protests.
"Be it his false promises
or advertisements about hollow development; be it
standing with anti-nationals
or his conspiracy to stoke violence; Kejriwal has been exposed. Delhi is with the BJP
and Prime Minister Narendra Modi who has enhanced
the country's prestige," Nadda said in a statement.
Referring to Shaheen
Bagh protests, he alleged
that remarks against India's
integrity are made there but
the AAP government says
that it is with these protestors.
He said the BJP has
vowed to build two-room
houses for people living in
'jhuggis' (slum) and will roll
out Modi government's development schemes in the
national capital if it comes to
power.
"People have decided to
bring the BJP to power in
Delhi. The BJP is going to
come to power with a full
majority. More than 45 for
the BJP in Delhi this time,"
he said.
The BJP has been out of
power in the city for more
than two decades, and had
only managed three seats
as against AAP's 67 in last
assembly elections. Later,
BJP got one more seat in Rajouri Garden by-election in
2017.
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In last round, top guns of BJP threw efforts by
road shows; Nukkad Sabha in Delhi constituencies
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Staff Reporter
New Delhi
n the last round of Delhi assembly election
campaign, top leaders
of BJP threw all efforts
on streets by doing road
shows, nukkad sabaha and
door to door campaign to
seek votes from Delhities in
favour of BJP candidates.
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah, along with State
President Manoj Tiwari,
campaigned by holding a
road show in Seemapuri,
Harinagar and Madi Pur
constituencies of Delhi.
Addressed to the public
Mr Shah said that Shaheen
Bagh is the joint venture of
Aam Aadmi Party and Congress. He said, “Kejriwal and
Rahul Gandhi are worried
that Shaheen Bagh should
not be discussed. I want to
ask that tell why the security of the country should not
be an electoral issue? Why
are the people sitting in Shaheen Bagh demanding Jinnah Wali Azadi and why the
Tukde-Tukde gang is supporting them? Shame on
these people,”
Shah said, “I want to tell all
of you that Tukde-Tukde
gang is going to get a shock,
because you are going to
press the on the lotus symbol
at the booth with your whole
family on February 8, for
the development of Delhi
and the country and is going
to ensure safety,”
National President Jagat
Prakash Nadda also ad-

dressed a public meeting at
Adarsh Nagar and Tri Nagar
in Jangpura. Addressing to
people, Nadda said “The
huge public gathering in support of BJP makes it clear
that the people of Delhi have
faith in development and are
giving victory to the BJP on
February 8 with a strong

Several first time
candidates in fray
for Delhi polls

New Delhi
The fate of several first-time
candidates from various political parties in the national capital will be decided on
February 8 when voters in
Delhi are set to exercise their
franchise in the state Assembly polls. The high-voltage poll campaign that ended on Thursday was marked
by an aggressive blitzkrieg
between Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) and Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP), while Congress
too left no stone unturned to
make the contest triangular.
Twenty-nine-year-old
Shubham Sharma, who is
contesting on a Congress
ticket from Tughlakabad
constituency, said "As a firsttimer, it means a lot to me to
contest from Indian National Congress. In our constituency, there is nothing for
the youth, not even a sports
complex. None of the governments (Centre and State)
have fulfilled any of their
promises."
"None of the leaders has
utilised Okhla industrial area
adequately. The sad part is
no one has even tried to
utilise it. I will take up this issue seriously," he said.
Sharma is contesting
against AAP's Sahi Ram
Pehlwan and BJP's Vikram
Bidhuri.
BJP too has fielded some
new candidates to oust the
ruling AAP from Delhi. BJP's
candidate from Delhi Cantt,
Manish Singh has promised
to bring in drastic changes in
his constituency if elected
to office.
"There are four major issues in our area which need
to be resolved immediately.
The first that tops the list is
clean drinking water which
the AAP government has
deprived people. Further,

there are problems of lease
and mutation which need
special attention," he said.
"People living in servant
quarters are facing real adversities in daily life. Electricity is also a major concern
here which I promise to resolve after being elected by
the people," Singh added.
He will face Virender
Singh Kadian from AAP and
Congress' Sandeep Tanwar.
Out of over 1.47 crore voters in the national capital,
there are 2,32,815 voters between the age group of 18-19
years.
Another candidate Vinay
Kumar Mishra, who had
contested 2013 polls on Congress ticket, is fighting this
election on the AAP ticket for
the first time.
"There are only pros this
time. I did not see any antiincumbency against AAP.
We are getting a positive response and people are happy with us," he said.
When asked about his vision for the constituency, he
said: "There are unauthorised colonies, some major
problems in sewage lines
which I want to resolve. Also,
there is a 27-acre park, which
has been at the centre of
various sports activities and
programs/events.
"However, it is closed now
and my priority is to open it
for the people of my constituency. Here the people
are not rich and cannot go to
farmhouses to conduct weddings and other functions
and they solely depend on
this park," he added.
Mishra has been fielded
against Congress' Adarsh
Shastri and BJP's Pradyumna Rajput. Shastri who won
on the AAP ticket in 2015 Assembly polls had joined the
Congress last month.

majority. This election will be
dedicated to clean, healthy,
beautiful, safe and developed Delhi,”
Beside them, Union Minister Smriti Irani addressed
Nukkad Sabha in support of
BJP candidate in Laxminagar, Patparganj, Kondli and
Chandni chowk assembly

constituencies. Union Minister Hardeep Singh Puri addressed Nukkad Sabha in
support of BJP candidate
Ravindra Gupta from Matia
Mahal Assembly constituency.
Union Minister Piyush
Goyal held a road show by
asking Shalimar Bagh to vote

for BJP candidate Rekha
Gupta and make BJP victorious.
Former Madhya Pradesh
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chauhan appealed to the
BJP by holding a road show
in support of candidate Mohan Singh Bisht from Karawal Nagar assembly con-

stituency and seeks more
votes in favors of BJP Candidates.
Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar addressed road shows and
street
meetings
in
Timarpur,
Jangpura,
Greater Kailash and
Mehrauli, appealing to vote

for BJP candidates.
Uttarakhand Chief Minister Trivendra Singh Rawat
held road shows in support
of BJP candidates in Burari
and Chhatarpur constituency.
BJP leader Dinesh Lal
Yadav Nirahua addressed
street meetings in Malviya
Nagar and Chhatarpur.
Delhi Pradesh BJP President Manoj Tiwari on
Thursday conducted a road
show in Seelampur area
seeking support to vote for
BJP candidates from Ghonda, Timarpur, Seemapuri,
Karawal Nagar Seelampur,
Babarpur
BJP
Maharashtra
spokesperson Shaina NC
conducted a road show for
Shahdara, Ghonda assembly constituency in support
of BJP candidates.
Union
Minister
Nityanand Rai addressed
the Nukkad Sabha in support of BJP candidate RP
Singh from Rajendra Nagar
assembly constituency.
Union Minister and MP
Anurag Thakur addressed
road shows and street meetings in Narela and Rohini,
appealing to votes in favor
of BJP.
Bhojpuri actor turned
politician BJP MP Ravi Kishan conducted road shows
and street corner meetings
in R.K. Puram, appealing to
make the Bharatiya Janata
Party candidates victorious
in New Delhi and R.K. Puram.

Ahead of Delhi polls, anti-CAA protesters
demand more security at protest sites

New Delhi
Anti-CAA protestors here on
Thursday sought heightened
security at Jamia Millia Islamia and Shaheen Bagh,
following the recent firing
incidents at these sites.
The protestors alleged that
more such incidents might
happen on the February 8
Delhi Assembly elections.
Three firing incidents have
taken place in Jamia Nagar
area in a week.
On January 30, a minor
fired at anti-CAA protesters
preparing to march from
Jamia towards the Rajghat,
injuring a student. Two days

later, a 25-year-old fired two
rounds in air at Shaheen
Bagh, where a protest against
the new citizenship law has
been going on. No one was
hurt in the incident.
Thousands of people, including women and children, have been protesting
since December 15 at Shaheen Bagh and nearby Jamia
Millia Islamia against the
Citizenship (Amendment)
Act and the National Register of Citizens.
Jamia student Mohd
Hafeez Azmi said, "The students at Jamia Millia and
women at Shaheen Bagh

New Delhi:
The Delhi Police on Thursday refuted reports that it has
requested the state government to convert a stadium in
Kanjhawala into a temporary
prison.
This comes amid reports
in some sections of media today which claimed that such
a request had been sent to

the Delhi government.
"Some media sections are
running a story regarding a
letter written by Delhi Police
asking Delhi Govt to convert
a stadium in Kanjhawala
into a temporary prison. It is
to clarify that no such letter
has been written in recent
times. The news is devoid of
facts," a Delhi Police official

have sought tight security
with armed policemen at
Jamia University and Shaheen Bagh. Till now, the disturbing forces were sending
men with pistols to shoot
and instigate us and disturb
protests but on the day of
polling they might trigger a
bigger attack."
The Jamia students stated
that since the protest at Shaheen Bagh has been an allwomen one, the security at
the spot is essential.
Areefa Ahmed, a Shaheen
Bagh protestor, said, "The
pro-CAA citizens have already maligned us, accused

us and even abused us for
carrying out these protests.
Neither that deterred our
spirits nor did firing. However, we don't want a miscreant to get inside and create chaos leading to a
blame-game later where
protestors are accused of
disturbing law and order."
Delhi Police officials said
they have categorised 3,141
'critical booths' and 144
'vulnerable booths' out of
the total 13,750 polling
booths.
Two-hundred
polling booths have been
categorised as 'critical' and
90 as 'vulnerable' in North

said.
It is to be noted that on

January 29, the Police department had written a letter
to the state government for
permission to set up a temporary jail, keeping in mind
the protests scheduled for
January 30 against the
amended Citizenship Act.
However, no new request
has been made to the state
government.

No requests for setting up temporary
jail in Kanjhawala: Delhi Police

Delhi: Fired employee
robs ex-boss at gunpoint

New Delhi
A 30-year-old man was arrested in Central Delhi's
Karol Bagh for allegedly robbing Rs 5 lakh cash from
his former employer at gunpoint, police said on Thursday.
Chandan, who had a
grudge against his former
boss for firing him two
years ago, planned the
robbery along with his
two friends, Ranjit (24)
and Jaan Mohammad,
they said.
Police have arrested
Ranjit (24) but Mohammad is absconding, an official said.
On January 23 at 8:30
pm, Chandan and Ranjit
robbed Sanjay Sahdev, a
garment trader, outside
his house.

The duo allegedly fired
in the air to scare Sahdev
and then robbed his bag,
containing cash and other documents, before fleeing in their vehicle, said
Mandeep Singh Randhawa, Additional Commissioner of Police (Central).
Police scrutinised CCTV
camera footage from the
crime scene and nearby
area to identify the suspects, he added.
Chandan and Ranjit
were nabbed from their
respective houses in
Azadpur and Model Town
area on Wednesday, the
officer said.
A scooter used in the
crime, the looted money,
some documents of
Sahdev, and a mobile

phone purchased after
robbery have been recovered, he said.
During interrogation,
Chandan told police that
he wanted to teach
Sahdev a lesson since the
day he was fired. He started working at another
shop in Gaffar Market
and kept waiting for the
right moment to rob
Sahdev, the officer said.
Chandan knew that
Sahdev earns good money
in winters by sale of jackets and takes the cash
home at night, he said.
After the incident,
Chandan deposited Rs
40,000 in his bank account, while Ranjit purchased an expensive mobile phone, the police
said.

Delhi's Okhla (including
Jamia Nagar and Seelampur).
The officials said 60,000
security personnel, including 38,400 police personnel, 19,000 home guards
and the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF). In addition to that, the police
will use drones and social
media monitoring for the
polling day vigil.
Police have already started motorcycle and foot patrolling in sensitive areas,
whereas paramilitary forces
have been deployed in sensitive booths across the city.
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Government of India,
Ministry of Finance and Company Affairs
Department of Economic Affairs (Banking Division)
MUMBAI DEBT RECOVERY TRIBUNAL NO. II, AT MUMBAI.
Office of the Recovery Officer, DRT-II, 3rd Floor, MTNL Bhawan,
Colaba Market, Colaba, Mumbai - 400 005.
RECOVERY PROCEEDING NO. 61 of 2018
Exhibit No. 16
Next date:07/02/2020
Bank of Baroda
..... Certificate Holder.
V/s
M/s. Agile Trading & Investment Pvt. Ltd. & Ors
..... Certificate Debtors.
WARRANT OF ATTACHMENT OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Whereas you 1) M/s. Agile Trading & Investment Pvt. Ltd, 2) Mr. Pradeep Paliwal,
3) Mr. Shiv Kumar Yadav, and 4) Mr. Pawan Kumar Yadav the Certificate Debtors
have failed to pay the sum of Rs.10,02,85,664/- (Rupees ten crores two lacs eighty
five thousand six hundred sixty four only) and interest thereon in respect of Recovery
Certificate No.61 of 2018 in O. A. No.150 of 2014 drawn up by the Hon’ble Presiding
Officer;
You are hereby prohibited and restrained, until further orders, from transferring,
alienating, creating third party interest, parting with possession, charging or dealing
with the under mentioned properties in any manner and that all persons be and that
they are prohibited from taking any benefit under such transfer, alienation, possession
or charge.
SPECIFICATION OF PROPERTIES
The immovable properties being the Unit Nos. BA-5, BA-6, BA-7, BA-8 & BA-9
all situated on the Lower Ground Floor of the Commercial Complex known as
“M. G. Centrum” constructed on the land bearing Khasra No. 369 min, 370 min
and 371/1 min situated in extended abadi (Lal Dora) of Village Sultanpur, Tehsil
Hauz Khas, New Delhi.
Given under my hand and the seal of this Tribunal on this 07th day of January, 2020
at Mumbai.
Sd/(Sujeet Kumar)
SEAL
Recovery Officer,
Debts Recovery Tribunal No. II Mumbai
1. M/s. Agile Trading & Investment Pvt. Ltd., 27, Cine Wonder Mall, Ground Floor,
Kapurbavdi, Ghodbunder Road, Thane (West)-400 610.
2. Mr. Pradeep Paliwal, B-9/13, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi-110057.
3. Mr. Shiv Kumar Yadav, 96/3, Himayunpur, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110029.
4. Mr. Pawan Kumar Yadav, 1st Floor, Kiran Nursing Home, Near Bus Stand,
Kishangarh-305801.
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